
433 Essential Steps 

We Take to… Sell Your Home!! 

In Other Words...Why you need a Realtor 
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Before you decide on an agent to handle the sale 
of your home be sure you are  
getting your money’s worth!  
Ask yourself, and  
them, if they  
do all this... 

1  Obtain County records to gain inside knowledge of the property.  2  Research legal information. 

3  Assess the sellers needs, timing and motivation.  4  Ask the seller questions about the property and 

themselves to learn how to better serve (property features; where are you moving to – we have relocation 

information; how soon do you need to move; style of the house; have you done any updating in the last five 

years; does the home have a basement; is the basement finished; have you thought about selling the home 

privately; what do you think the home is worth; are you interested in doing any owner financing; and how 

much do you owe on the property).  5  Find out if the seller is interviewing any other REALTORS® and if 

so who and when are you interviewing – we have some interviewing forms you can use!  6  Deliver 

questions for the seller to ask other REALTORS® to ensure that the seller selects the REALTOR® who will 

get them the most money, in the shortest period of time with the least amount of hassle.  7  Search the Multiple 

Listing Service (MLS) computer system for the overall market picture, area market picture, competitive 

properties currently on the market, competitive properties that are under contract, competitive properties that 

are withdrawn or expired (unsuccessful sales) and competitive properties that have been sold in the past six 

months.  8  Research all comparable active properties.  9  Call agents, if needed, to discuss the activity on 

the properties they have listed in the area.  10  Research previous sales activity on the subject home.  11  

Order property profile from title company (also known as an “Ownership and Encumbrance Report”).  12  

Review the property profile in detail.  13  Order Assessor’s tax information.  14  Review the Assessor’s 

tax information.  15  Ensure that legal name is correct as per title research and if incorrect order from the 

title company for the seller to sign.  16  Retrieve County records from our database linked to County 

computers.  17  Review all County information.  18  Review all comparable properties and information 
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on homes in the area.  19  Prepare Comparative Market Analysis (CMA).  20  Enter the seller’s name 

and address in the computer system to keep you up-to-date on things.  21  Prepare the following 

information and execute its personal delivery to the seller for review: information about where the buyers 

come from; resources of The Vogel Team’s past advertising; market condition report; Addresses of Success 

(past clients – buyers and sellers); “My Clients Say It Best” testimonial letters; information about how long 

it takes for a house to sell; information about The Vogel Team; business cards; an interview form to use 

when interviewing agents; and comparison charts.  22  Prepare all personalized materials specific to the 

appointment so as not to waste the seller’s time.  23  Prepare the required listing forms including a Kansas 

and Missouri state-approved Listing Agreement, the Seller’s Property Disclosure, a Transaction Broker 

Addendum, a Seller’s Addendum, the seller closing instructions, a CMA booklet, and information defining 

agent responsibilities.  24  Write an information letter for the homeowner.  25  Deliver pre-list 

information basket to seller by personally delivering it to the seller’s home and encouraging them to review 

it prior to the listing appointment.  26  Requesting that the seller complete the Seller’s Property Disclosure 

prior to the listing appointment so that you can do it thoughtfully, when you have a convenient moment.  

27  Encourage seller to have an extra key for the lock-box available at the time of the appointment so that 

we can immediately begin showing your home.  28  Encourage seller to have all paperwork about the 

home (from the time of your original purchase up to the present) available at the time of the appointment.  

29  Encourage seller to view the David Knox video about pricing.  30  Encourage seller to view The 

Vogel Team’s personal promotion video if they have not already done so.  31  Provide a courtesy 

confirmation call to remind you of the listing appointment.  32  Record the appointment in the CMA log 

so that follow-up is never neglected.  33  Preview the home with the seller to find out the home’s best 

features from the seller’s point of view and take notes about the home for all marketing materials.  34  

Encourage seller to complete a survey about client service so that we can better serve the next client.  35  

Present seller with market study including properties currently on the market (the competition), properties 

under contract and contracts pending, properties that have recently sold and properties whose listings have 

expired.  36  Present the proactive Vogel Team marketing system.  37  Discuss preparation needed to 

The Vogel Team does all 

this to prepare for your 

listing! 

Boy, that’s a lot of things to do to prepare for a listing appointment! 
But wait—just look what The Vogel Team does next... 
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market your home effectively.  38  Plan marketing strategy with sellers.  39  Discuss all the possible 

financing alternatives with the seller.  40  Talk to seller about the possibility of providing a Home 

Warranty to make the home more attractive to buyer.  41  Help sellers select a price at which the house 

will sell within the seller’s allotted time frame.  42  Review and sign the Listing Contract.  43  Review, 

complete and sign Seller’s Property Disclosure.  44  Review and sign Transaction Broker Addendum.  

45  Establish detailed showing instructions.  46  Complete loan company information including loan 

number and mailing address for lender.  47  Complete Homeowners Association information.  48  

Retrieve video regarding pricing or other relevant videos.  49  Encourage seller to recycle The Vogel 

Team’s marketing material by giving it to a friend, neighbor or business associate who may be thinking of 

selling their home.  50  Pick up key for lockbox.  51  Ensure that The Vogel Team’s “Seller’s Listing 

Checklist” is completed.  52  Collect Improvement Location Certificate from seller if applicable.  53  

Collect any and all information the seller has from their closing on this home that may aid in the selling of 

the home.  54  Review with the seller the MLS inclusions that the property offers.  55  Advise the Client 

Service Manager that your home is for sale.  56  Order the “To Be Determined” (TBD) title work.  57  

Review the current title information.  58  Determine if the reissue rate is applicable.  59  Order plat map.  

60  Confirm the property’s lot size.  61  Review seller’s house plan (if received).  62  Order a Reece & 

Nichols “For Sale” sign to be placed prominently in front of the seller’s property.  63  Order a brochure 

box to be attached to the sign.  64  Set private lockbox information.  65  Measure each room for listing 

entry into the MLS computer system.  66  Take pictures of the property for the MLS computerized 

system.  67  Take pictures of the property for advertising.  68  Deliver film to the photo-developing lab.  

69  Distribute photos to appropriate parties.  70  Research the year the home was built through the 

County records.  71  Enter the survey results in the computer and analyze the statistics.  72  Check for 

signatures on all paperwork.  73  Make three copies of all the client’s paperwork.  74  Process all 

paperwork including the Listing Contract, Seller’s Property Disclosure, Transaction Broker Addendum, 

closing instructions, showing instructions, etc.  75  Call the County school district for assigned 

Meeting with the  

seller to list the property. 
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elementary, middle, and high schools.  76  Call corresponding utility companies to ascertain the average 

utility bill.  77  Research land use and zoning.  78  Research all items needed for the MLS form.  79  

Note all property inclusions and amenities.  80  Note all property exclusions.  81  Contact the 

Homeowner’s Association manager.  82  Research the Homeowner’s Association fees.  83  Order a 

copy of the Homeowner’s Association by-laws.  84  Order a copy of the Homeowner’s Association rules 

and regulations.  85  Research the services provided under the Homeowner’s Association fees.  86  

Research where the mailboxes are located.  87  Research pool passes and/or tennis court entrance codes or 

keys.  88  Mail a letter to the lender in order to avoid any interest penalties.  89  Research loan 

assumption requirements.  90  Research information regarding the second mortgage, if applicable.  91  

Verify the second mortgage information with the lender.  92  Complete MLS computer form consisting of 

one hundred or more questions in addition to the Comments sections.  93  Enter property into the MLS 

information network.  94  Enter property into the MLS system’s e-mail.  95  Enter the property into 

Reece & Nichols web site of available homes, available 24 hours a day.  96  Turn all paperwork in to the 

Client Service Managers for processing and daily service.  97  Inspect the MLS printout for errors and 

omissions.  98  Mail a copy of the MLS printout to the seller for final approval.  99  Place listing 

information on the Daily Interoffice Information form so all Reece & Nichols agents are aware that it is 

available to show.  100  Check computer for all buyers currently enrolled in our Buyer Profile Program 

that meet the specifications of your home.  101  Enter information info database under “Listings 

Available.”  102  Enter information into database for correspondence.  103  Complete computer 

searches for all buyers entered into MLS by other agents that fit the criteria of your property.  104  Call 

the agents representing the buyers listed in the computer search and encourage a showing of your property.  

105  Review current appraisal, if applicable.  106  Install lockbox with private code.  107  Deliver 

yard sign to seller’s property.  108   Place yard sign prominently for high visibility.  109  Install 

Your unique maketing system begins 
with the completion of all the 

necessary paperwork! 
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brochure box.  110  Research sewer/septic system through County records, if applicable.  111  

Research water availability.  112  Research well status with confirmation via well report (in certain 

areas).  113  Determine well usage as household or domestic.  114  Confirm well production (GMP) 

and sustain rate flow and recovery rate flow.  115  Verify well depth.  116  Research natural gas 

availability.  117  Verify propane tank lease and term, if applicable.  118  Add listing information to 

the current listing board.  119  Add listing information to the inventory binder.  120  Add listing 

information to the “Update” file in the computer.  121  Enter tickler dates for new listing countdown.  

122  Verify all rents and deposits, if applicable.  123  Obtain copies of leases from seller if applicable.  

124  Provide copies of leases, if applicable.  125  Call tenants for each and every showing, if 

applicable.  126  Verify each showing with the seller.  127  Verify each showing with the showing 

agent.  128  Call for feedback after each showing.  129  Enter feedback information into the database.  

130  Call seller and report what has been accomplished on a weekly basis.  131  Mail thank you note.  

132  Mail “Marketing Your Home” information.  133  Mail “Quick Sell List” and “Home 

Improvement Tips” booklet.  134  Mail “It Takes More than Luck.”  135  Mail “Five Deadly Sins.”  

136  Call seller to see if there are any questions or concerns.  137  Mail request for referrals to seller.  

138  Report all feedback to the seller verbally.  139  Mail written Feedback Report to the seller 

regularly.  140  Order color brochure for any home listing for over 400,000 dollars.  141  Create a 

marketing brochure and write various ads with the seller’s input.  142  Submit ad to the Homes Maga-

zine.  143  Order photograph.  144  Layout all ads for the The Homes Magazine.  145  Write article 

for the Homes Magazine.  146  Proof the Homes Magazine for printing.  147  Approve proof or make 

appropriate changes.  148  Deliver printed Homes Magazine to mailing house.  149  Mail Homes Mag-

azine to households in the areas.  150  Mail the Homes Magazine to seller for their review.  151  

Deliver home information brochures to the brochure box.  152  Deliver home information brochures to 

all agent mailboxes in the office.  153  Mail the home information brochure to the top ten percent of the 

agents in the area.  154  Discuss with the seller the possibility of providing a Home Warranty.  155  

Discuss with Buyer Partners the possibility of the buyer purchasing a Home Warranty.  156  Complete 

Home Warranty Application, if applicable.  157  Mail the Home Warranty Application, if applicable.  

158  Receive verification of Home Warranty and file it.  159  Complete “New Listing Checklist.”  

160  Make a copy of the MLS profile for the Buyer Partners’ Ups books.  161  Add property 

information to our active inventory list.  162  Add property to our current production book.  163  

Prepare marketing brochure.  164  Broadcast fax property information to the top twenty percent of the 

area’s agents.  165  Promote the property at the Board of REALTORS® meeting, if applicable.  166  

Mail “Just Listed” announcements into the neighborhood.  167  Advise the HomeAgent™ Network 
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referral program of the property for possible referrals.  168  Notify The Vogel Team’s telemarketing 

department of the listing information.  169  Telemarketers call a minimum of 200 people in the area to 

generate activity on your listing.  170  Buyer Partners call leads from the Hotline daily.  171  Call other 

REALTORS® to inform them of the new listing.  172  Submit listing information to the Hot Sheet.  

173  Record description of the property on the Interactive Voice Response system.  174  Provide 

marketing data to the market through personal Web site.  175  Provide marketing data to incoming 

referral buyers.  176  Provide “Special Feature” cards for marketing, if applicable.  177  Ask seller 

about open house.  178  Write ad for open house.  179  Prepare “Types of Financing” brochure.  

180  Research all homeowners in area of open house.  181  Call a minimum of 50 people around the 

open house and invite them.  182  Door-knock homes in the area inviting them to the open house.  183  

Gather all items for the Open House Kit.  184  Gather signs for the open house.  185  Place signs in 

area for open house.  186  Preview minimum of five other homes in area for comparables.  187  Ask 

guests to sign in for open house.  188  Write thank you notes to all that attended.  189  Call each 

person after open house and ask for feedback.  190  Write ads for marketing.  191  Advertise on 

rotating basis.  192  Mail a copy of ads to the seller.  193  Monitor ad calls for quantity and quality.  

194  Set showings by calling seller to confirm time and calling agent to confirm and give showing instructions.  

195  Deliver 50 color home information brochures to the seller.  196  Deliver additional brochures as 

needed.  197  Review loan information when received.  198  Update loan information in MLS if 

necessary.  199  Call seller to check on the brochure supply weekly.  200  Check on market conditions 

weekly.  201  Send a copy of Market Condition Updates to the sellers regularly.  202  Call seller on all 

market changes.  203  Check new listings and price reductions for the week.  204  Pre-qualify all 

buyers.  205  Discuss price changes as needed (at two weeks with no showings or ten showings with no 

offers).  206  Enter price changes into MLS computer.  207  Re-enter the property into 

MLS as a new listing if needed.  208  Announce price changes to all other 

agents.  209  Change price on all brochures and in the Homes Magazine.  

210  Deliver new brochures and Homes Magazines upon each price reduction.  

211  Refer the seller to the best agent at the new destination if relocating.  

212  When The Vogel Team shows property we have a system: pre-qualify the 

buyer with one of our approved lenders; set a showing; show the property, 

promoting its best features and skillfully answering questions; encourage 

buyer to write offer if they like the home; assist the buyer in writing a 

strong offer on the home; give feedback to the seller; follow up and 

stay in contact with non-committal buyers; encourage them to 
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reconsider the home and write an offer on it.  213  Create 

initial offer through proactive follow up calls.  214  

Answer all REALTOR® questions.  215  Encourage offer 

from all showings.  216  Work towards multiple offers.  

217  Work net sheet on all offers.  218  Review all 

offers.  219  Enter offer on Contract Information Form for 

easy review by seller.  220  Contact selling agent to 

discuss buyer qualifications.  221  Contact lender for the 

buyer qualification status and the status of the loan.  222  

Negotiate offer using accelerated negotiating techniques.  223  Review the offer with the seller.  224  

Present all documents to the seller including: counter proposal; addendum, if applicable; contingencies; 

Property Disclosure; additional provisions; and any other closing instructions.  225  Accept, amend, or 

counter the offer.  226  Negotiate until the offer is accepted.  227  Assist co-op agents in presenting the 

counter proposal to the buyer.  228  Ensure that both parties sign the contract.  229  Fax contract to 

seller or buyer if they are out of town.  230  Send overnight delivery, if necessary, to obtain original 

signatures.  231  Place an “Under Contract” sign on your property.  232  Deliver signed offer to selling 

agent.  233  Deliver Seller’s Property Disclosure to the selling agent.  234  Deliver Closing 

Instructions to the selling agent.  235  Mail “Problem Letter” to the seller.  236  Mail a copy of the 

contract and counter to seller.  237  Mail a copy of contract and counter to the title company.  238  

Mail a copy of the contract and counter to the lender.  239  Advise office of new sale.  240  Advise 

Client Service Manager of the sale.  241  Enter status into MLS.  242  Deliver copies of contract and 

counter to office file.  243  Make copy of contract and place in personal file.  244  Complete “Sales in 

Progress” checklist.  245  Remove property from Listing Board.  246  Add property to Under Contract 

Board.  247  Report activity on the Daily Interoffice Information form.  248  Record earnest money.  

249  Deposit earnest money.  250  Complete closing file forms and update files.  251  Restrict 

showings at seller’s request.  252  Coordinate closing with selling agent and lender.  253  Review 

buyer’s credit report.  254  Provide credit information to seller only if Owner Carry terms are used.  

255  Coordinate discount points being locked with dates.  256  Provide comparable sales for appraiser.  

257  Schedule appraiser.  258  Call seller to set a time that the appraiser can obtain access.  259  

Meet appraiser at property if necessary.  260  Contact appraiser to answer any and all questions.  261  

Call lender to review appraisal and conditions.  262  Arrange to have all the appraiser’s conditions met in 

a timely fashion.  263  Obtain bids on conditions if necessary.  264  Relay results of appraisal to seller.  

265  Confirm verifications of deposit and employment have been returned.  266  Coordinate repairs 
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with repairmen for seller, if necessary.  267  Follow loan processing through to the underwriter.  268  

Contact lender weekly to track processing.  269  Relay loan approval to the seller.  270  Confirm 

buyer’s insurance company and verify voucher or policy is delivered prior to closing.  271  Fax closing 

and control form to the title company.  272  Order Loan Payoff Statement.  273  Contact existing 

lender for Assumption Statement and requirements and loan term changes.  274  Compile all required 

items for assumption.  275  Submit all required items for assumption.  276  Order title insurance 

commitment.  277  Confirm re-issue rate for title policy, if applicable.  278  Review the Title Insurance 

Commitment.  279  Note all unrecorded property liens or agreements.  280  Confirm purchaser 

received Title Insurance Commitment.  281  Confirm the selling agent received the Title Insurance 

Commitment.  282  Provide extended coverage on title insurance if necessary.  283  Notify seller if 

there are any problems.  284  Note title insurance requirements.  285  Coordinate items to meet all title 

insurance requirements.  286  Type Power of Attorney, if needed, for the closing.  287  Deliver Power 

of Attorney to the title company for approval.  288  Contact selling agent regarding the date and time of 

the inspection.  289  Contact inspector and set an appointment.  290  Notify the seller of the date and 

time of the inspection and arrange to have the seller be absent during the inspection.  291  Confirm time 

and date with selling agent.  292  Obtain a copy of the Inspection Report.  293  Obtain a letter of 

requirements for sellers.  294  Negotiate all items with the seller.  295  Type addendum to all 

inspection items.  296  Ensure all parties sign addendum.  297  Ask for bids on any and all inspection 

requirements.  298  Report findings on bids to seller.  299  Coordinate all items to be repaired.  300  

Obtain receipts showing payment for work completed.  301  Fax receipts to the selling agent.  302  

Confirm Inspection Clause requirements have been completed.  303  Confirm that the buyer signs the 

Seller’s Property  Disclosure.  304  Negotiate the payment and completion of all required repairs on the 

inspection with the title company.  305  Deliver unrecorded property information to the buyer.  306  

Order septic to be pumped, if applicable.  307  Order an inspection of the 

septic system, if applicable.  308  Receive Septic Inspection Report.  

309  Review the Septic Inspection Report.  310  Call for bids for 

repairs if the septic system is not up to code.  311  Coordinate repairs on 

septic system, if necessary.  312  Deliver a copy of the Septic Inspection 

Report to the lender.  313  Deliver a copy of the Septic Inspection Report 

Now it’s time for The Vogel Team to present  

offers for the Seller’s acceptance. 
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Next, The Vogel Team processes your 

contract to a successful closing! 

to the buyer.  314  File a copy of the Septic Inspection Report.  315  Order a well flow test.  316  
Receive well flow test.  317  Review the well flow test.  318  Deliver a copy of the well flow test to the 

lender.  319  Deliver a copy of the well flow test to the buyer.  320  Order a test for potable water, if 

applicable.  321  Review the results of the potable water test.  322  Deliver a copy of the water potable 

test to the lender.  323  Deliver a copy of the water potable test to the buyer.  324  File a copy of the 

potable water test.  325  Complete Pre-Close Action Plan.  326  Call bank and verify that the earnest 

money check has cleared the bank.  327  Inform the seller that if he lives out of state a two percent tax 

will be charged if the home sale is over $100,000.  328  Obtain a copy of Death Certificate if it is an 

estate sale.  329  Obtain Personal Representative Deed from 

attorney if it is an estate sale.  330  Obtain 1031 Tax 

Deferred Exchange papers from a qualified intermediary.  

331  Notify the title company of Home Warranty 

Application number prior to closing.  332  Receive loan 

approval.  333  Inform title company of loan approval.  

334  Inform the seller of loan approval.  335  Inform 

selling agent of loan approval.  336  Call seller and remind them 

to change their utilities.  337  Call seller and remind them to change 

their phone services.  338  Call seller and remind them to bring their 

driver’s license with them to closing.  339  Call seller and remind them to bring all the keys to the home 

and the garage door opener(s) to the closing.  340  Call seller and offer to mail for them, free of charge, 

moving cards to their friends and family.  341  Pick up the key from the lock-box for the closing.  342  

Call the title company and set the date, time and location of the closing.  343  Notify seller of the date, 

time and location of the closing.  344  Notify selling agent of the date, time and location of the closing.  

345  Notify lender of the date, time and location of the closing.  346  If anyone is unable to attend the 

closing at the specified time, re-schedule and repeat entire process.  347  Notify the seller of any changes.  

348  Notify selling agent of any changes.  349  Notify lender of any changes.  350  Schedule final 

walk-through of property for the buyer.  351  Call seller and confirm the date and time of the walk-

through.  352  Notify the co-op agent of the date and time of the walk-through.  353  Research and 

note all prorations.  354  Request closing figures from the title company.  355  Receive closing figures 

from the title company.  356  Review figures from the title company.  357  Make any changes 
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necessary, then notify the title company and lender of the changes.  358  Give a copy of the figures to the 

selling agent.  359  Give a copy of the figures to the seller.  360  Give a copy of the figures to the 

buyer.  361  Give a copy of all closing documents to the attorney, if one is involved.  362  Call seller 

to review closing process.  363  Call buyer to review closing process.  364  Call seller to review 

closing figures.  365  Call buyer to review closing figures.  366  Request closing documents from the 

title company.  367  Call seller with any last minute requirements.  368  Call buyer and remind them to 

bring a cashier’s check to closing.  369  Call the new title company for figures if the seller is moving to 

another home.  370  Coordinate the checks from one closing to another 

closing.  371  Call title company and order a cashier’s check for 

seller to go on to next closing.  372  Forward closing 

documents to seller as requested.  373  Confer and review 

documents with seller’s attorney if applicable.  374  Request 

earnest money check for closing.  375  Provide earnest 

money check for closing.  376  Review the file and place 

notes on action items to keep all paperwork within the rules 

of the State of Kansas and Missouri Real Estate Commission.  

377  Check to see if the buyer wants a Home Warranty, and if 

so, check with title company for prices, complete warranty 

paperwork and mail after closing.  378  Prepare closing file including 

completing appraisal form (MLS appraiser notes), completing a Follow Up Form on the seller and buyer, 

and completing the Closing Control Form.  379  Prepare and give envelopes that include discount 

information for interior decoration, a Client Perks card, a handy reference card for tipping wait staff, 

information about any incentives offered for referrals, discount offers for dry cleaning, and a calendar.  

380  Oversee the closing process.  381  Attend the closing.  382  Review all paperwork for 

signatures.  383  Coordinate the closing of the seller’s home with the purchase of the next.  384  Copy 

documents for the seller’s next closing.  385  Present the seller with a check at closing.  386  Facilitate 

the removal of the marketing sign at the property.  387  Facilitate the removal of the lock-box from the 

property.  388  Facilitate the removal of the brochure box.  389  Pick up the extra home information 

brochures.  390  Complete appraiser notes for the MLS.  391  Complete the follow up report.  392  

Complete office forms.  393  Complete reporting forms.  394  Complete follow up on the title 

company that payoff was mailed via overnight mail.  395  Report “sold” information to MLS.  396  

Send Service Survey to seller.  397  Send Service Survey to buyer.  398  Send Service Survey to 

lender.  399  Send Service Survey to the title company.  400  Enter client’s new address and phone 
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number into the database for future contact.  401  File the closing package.  402  Analyze Service 

Surveys.  403  Make the necessary changes in The Vogel Team to better satisfy the next client.  404  

Copy the Seller’s Statement for tax purposes.  405  File the Seller’s Statement in the tax file.  406  

Copy the Buyer’s Statement for tax purposes.  407  File the Buyer’s Statement in the tax file.  408  

Copy the seller’s 1099 for tax purposes.  409  File the seller’s 1099 in tax file.  410  Call person 

responding to the Service Survey and report corrective actions.  411  Mail all tax information on January 

5th of the following year.  412  Write and mail thank you note to the seller.  413  Write and mail thank 

you note to the buyer.  414  Write and mail thank you note to the lender.  415  Write and mail thank 

you note to the processor.  416  Write and mail thank you note to the title company’s representative.  

417  Write and mail thank you note to the closer.  418  Write and mail thank you note to the selling 

agent.  419  Call seller three to five days after the closing to make sure everything is all right.  420  

Call seller ten to thirty days after the closing to make sure everything is all right.  421  Copy all 

paperwork needed for our files.  422  Turn all original documents into the front office.  423  Copy all 

checks for our files.  424  Copy lender package for our files.  425  Add information to the Source of 

Sold and Closed book.  426  Add address to the list of properties sold.  427  Update master computer 

records.  428  Enter seller’s birthday and spouse’s birthday in computer.  429  Remove property from 

the property roster and from the office floor box.  430  Enter seller on the “Client for Life” list.  431  

Follow up with seller on a regular basis.  432  Maintain a loyal relationship with the seller.  433  Keep 

seller up-to-date via mailings of monthly events and real estate news.  


